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EDITORIAL
Welcome to the first anniversary issue of Sonic Boom! What started off as a distant and
almost capricious idea, has now found wings in the form of friends, contributors, and the writing
community as a whole. It was with great trepidation that I set forth into the publishing world,
and, today, a year older, it gives me immense pleasure to have showcased some of the finest
work we received along the way.
I have grown as a human being, poet, and editor. It fills me with pride that some of the
biggest names in the contemporary literary scene, many of whom have been my personal
favourites and mentors, have graced the pages of our humble journal.
Thank you for believing in us, and we definitely could not have made it this far without
your support. We hope you have enjoyed the kind of work that we have been publishing so far,
and our arms/gates are always open to embrace new forms and genres.
Our vision from here on is to continue setting higher standards, to give our readers the
joy of remembering a poem or two, and to make them come back repeatedly for more.
As part of the celebration, we interviewed poet and editor, Mark Young, who very kindly
accepted our invitation for the same. He talks about his formative years, love for poetry, and lots
more in a fun and engaging tête-à-tête.
I would also like to extend my gratitude to the fabulous Sonic Boom team – Shobhana
Kumar, Dishika Iyer, and Dwarakanathan Ravi – who very kindly put up with my eccentricities.
Here’s hoping for many more years of poetry and art to sustain, inspire, and ennoble us.

- Shloka Shankar
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THE POETRY SHACK

I Try, I Try to Speak Up
By Daniel M. Shapiro
The band plays in the rear-view mirror. You hear music only when you’re leaving. A sign says the
music is more than it appears to be. The lead singer stands alone, forgets to get out of the way
when crews build highways over his face. All the headlights freeze into one long shape, the
fluorescent body of an eel. We’re expected to pinpoint the symbol. When waterfalls cover the
sky, the face returns. The singer trudges through reeds, through snow-covered wind. This is the
key to survival: lending your profile to whatever landscape imposes itself on you. If you pose
enough, you become the monument.

Note: The title is taken from the lyrics of Gloria by U2 (#55 on UK Singles Chart, 1981).
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A chair is a chair is a chair
By David Rullo
A chair is a chair is a chair,
Except when it sits in a field;
Its legs rusting, its wood splintering,
Unwanted and unused.
It breaks the landscape,
It cuts the horizon,
It dares trees to take notice and object.
It is not part of nature
And yet—
A chair is not a chair is not a chair
If no one notices it,
Or decides to sit upon it—
Until that day it is simply an object
Fighting its fight against decay.
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The Receiver
By Eli Spivakovsky
Your Pacific urges,
crack through old technology
marine-drenched cables
and the international telephonic corridors
of epic, sonic, optic rush and pause
conducting and over-lapping,
delaying the sound of rain
in the background
where you live
slowing the drops to a sixth of a second.
And my Atlantic urges,
to say a not yet obsolete
brief prayer or
other kind of
organic weather balloon,
to throw another skipping stone
back through that
creaking hallway of sequences
no longer affected by zone or country,
ascending
from my mouth
to your ear,
bouncing like sonar
on to the firmament,
waiting to be received
in heaven as it is in the ocean:
bound together again
at exactly the same time.
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The bird on the outstretched branch
By Eugenia Hepworth Petty
is made of Lucite and old bone
That is to say
I kept the carcass in a cardboard box
for two years
Made my husband
cut off the talons and wings with a table saw
I presented the wings to a friend
"Free," I said
"Spread out your arms."
The claws I keep in a ceramic bowl by my desk
and the bones were sunk into resin
—an ornament to frighten the living
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Marigolds
By Jeffrey Blaine
I imagine sitting in a field of marigolds would be fun for a time,
but nothing lasts forever & the novelty & the majesty will be washed up
like my favourite women at the bar.
Rivers run like the lines in their panty hose,
the way I imagine the rivers
of my childhood
ran.
I imagine the inferno from setting a field of marigolds on fire would be hot.
But I only meant to light the way into my metaphor.
I imagine mixing heaven & earth with you
in a field of marigolds to be exhausting.
My love crashes like a stampede against your New England prudish sentiment.
But the light glows brightest between your thighs &
I’m the only one who sees it that way.
We will show these marigolds how love is made.
I imagine waves,
rocking slowly & slower still.
Then it isn’t quite slipping, what you’re doing, it is more like floating,
more like how your breath feels leaving your body.
& the marigolds, they are singing & they tell you that it is okay:
Just go.
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Call it Lead Woman Syndrome
By Jessie Janeshek
We turn on the hauntlight
in this truth-seeking state
when every jumpsuit poem is purple
and black cattle line the hot tub
when sun-learned and flat-backed
it’s not our party.
Every rising seems exhausting.
so we turn off our fight
don’t have time for cigarettes
or articulation. We don’t ask for details.
We’re fertile. In spring.
We live in sore throats and dead trees
insert the clear phones
under green sweatshirts
Tinkerbell rub-on perfume.
It has been like this a few years
snipe lights, neon stitches
our pink miscarried ache.
Like victims. Impossible
spread across cul-de-sac dirt.
We validate your subjectivity
strive to seem warm but not kittenish
pull red poison yarns out of our nipples.
We still have one bad calf’s
white corpse in the basement.
Can you help us bury it?
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Holes
By Johannes S. H. Bjerg
at the beginning
of the prayer rope
it's a grasshopper
fiddling away
then comes all my mistakes
in laying a one-piece puzzle
followed by the number of holes
I made in water
the frost-saint melts
into a scarred cup
while the stars remain
as unsympathetic
as ever
(who can blame them?
you can't really blame a ball
of nuclear fission creating
cutlery for the periodic table)
a circus of ants
creates the idea of numbers
and from then on
we count all things necessary
and unnecessary
till the Lord returns
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Puppeteer
By Kyle Hemmings
Who invented you
with ticker-tock wind down?
Who's pulling your strings,
making you dance
to a shoestring shuffle?
By the time
you utter an original
sentence,
practicing for weeks
before speechless
mirrors,
the notice arrives by mail
that you've been copyrighted.
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Linnaean Architecture
By Mark Young
Restless, or a
shifting of shape—
either way it moves
from the place it was,
the form it held
when we thought
we'd named it. &
yet somehow this
taxonomic drift
turns out a virtue.
Otherwise the street
would be full of
museums & we
hanging out in the
sidewalk café would
have nowhere to
sit & nothing
to talk about.
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At Bockwinkel’s
By Paul Barile
It was the space between her knee and the ground
That compelled me to look a little longer than maybe I should have
She had her pant leg tied in a single knot
Just below where her knee should have been
It hung there like perfect bunting
On Lincoln’s funeral train that dewy May morning
I looked back down into my miserable clear plastic container
Brimming with brightly coloured blandness and Italian dressing
She disappeared into the neon wilderness
Of craft beers and healthy snacks.
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Hiatus
By Sanjeev Sethi
Hand on head
plying your pilosity,
stroking the strands
of our treatise –
my thigh between yours.
The anxieties
in your breath
a chorus of codes.
This lallygagging
will see me through
spells of sluggishness.
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Closure
By Trish Hopkinson
That history—you can't express it. All
I could manage was a nod of the head.
The more I listened to the music, more
and more to face that moment, less and less
to tap the sun and make days of sunshine,
the kind of day you'll have. I'm not sure how
to do it right—a day off from the world—
the form of time and patience, cypress trees
with Spanish moss, the burning of a manuscript. My part is small—I closed the book.

Source: The Salt Lake Tribune 6 April 2014: e-edition
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PAPER LANTERNS

dusk
and what was the day
about again
- Samar Ghose

temperature rising –
flies pebble-dash me
at the compost bin
- Amanda Bell

the crescendo still a surprise autumn wind
- Mike Keville
autumn equinox
changing my night cap
from white to red
- Tash Adams

scent of rain
rising from the pavement
after a storm
the few things
I still believe
- Ken Slaughter
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spring cleaning...
I store your memories
in ziplock
- Sneha Sundaram

shouting at the sea
in a foreign language
river’s mouth
- David J. Kelly

lunar eclipse –
each body in the subway car
takes the turn
- Nicholas Klacsanzky

Hampton Inn
a swallow beds
in the letter “o"
- Terri L. French

mist over the lake
the odd sound of my
new address
- Haiku Jezebel

blood moon
I put away
my razor
- Barbara A. Taylor
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9 to 5
a spider chases itself
across the mirror
- Theresa A. Cancro

que sera sera
i frown over my
daily horoscope
- Garima Behal

on his facebook page
birthday wishes from people
who still don’t know
- Duncan Richardson
goosebumps
the cat I buried
noses my leg
- Jimmy the Peach
birth pangs –
the easy life
of a mosquito
- Geethanjali Rajan
family tree
we compare
mosquito bites
- Deborah P. Kolodji
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another morning:
yesterday's twinge replaced
by a brand new one
- Maeve O’Sullivan
arthritis
grateful that i write
just three lines
- Jade Pisani
salt free diet
somehow I knew it would
come to this
- Samar Ghose
when I weigh myself
I’m never found
wanting
- Karen Stromberg
snow spider...
suddenly everything
makes sense
- Tim Gardiner
for a moment
we are on the same page
praise worship
- Devin Harrison
after the divorce
I become
the designated duff –
all the party invitations
for all the wrong reasons
- Susan Burch
infidelity
we repaint the bedroom
(white)
- Anna Maris
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dark forest the isness in is
- Kala Ramesh
never what it seems the promised land
- Mike Keville
six years cancer free a day full of rain
- Myron Lysenko
lac na
u
- Michael J. Haviland

not mine the space I can hold in one hand
- Johannes S. H. Bjerg
stepping into) sunrise (the day’s agenda
- Matthew Moffett
butterfly
effect
7.9
- Helen Buckingham
d
r
o
p
p
i
n
g
a red rose
the vicar's dirty shoes
- Brendon Kent
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but is it art

one thousand paper cranes

- Mark E. Brager

all the paper towels i’ve used earth day
- Matthew Moffett
converrogation
- Michael Nickels-Wisdom

it's between the furniture too the gigue
- Johannes S. H. Bjerg

haranguage
- Michael Nickels-Wisdom
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digging with spoons
the pursuit of sea level
in a sandbox
- Jimmy the Peach
south westerly
the man on the beach
looking for Lego
- Mike Keville

black marbles stare back through the tide
- Michael J. Haviland
incoming tide
my thoughts cut off
mid-sentence
- Jade Pisani
between cool waves and hot sand gravity
- Amanda Bell
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excess dinner bill
she picks up
five more tooth-picks
- Ajaya Mahala
medicine cabinet I find my toothbrush
already wet
- Susan Burch

flea season
I feel (a little)
jumpy
- Karen Stromberg
Amazon steals—
an empty Simon & Garfunkel
CD case
- Anna Cates
a blackberry
falls into my palm –
haiku submission
- Haiku Jezebel
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FICTION

Dust
By Johannes S. H. Bjerg
It's autumn in the room. Everywhere. The old clock on the wall now keeps time by a rock on a
string. Exactly enough rock to drag time along. Or down. He hasn't got anywhere to lie down, so
he asks the child to draw a bed. Like the houses, it gets a little crooked. And orange and green.
But it's soft and roomy. The ceiling stops his view.
be-bop-a-lu-la
the evening bells
sound like Jerry Lee
She gathers dust from the table. They have enough to eat. For now. She keeps the dust in a damp
cloth and as a secret. The wind in her is restless. It wants to go South. With the swallows.
Instead, it whirls around until it becomes a horn. She doesn't mind. She can hang her hat there.
When she gets a hat. Hopefully before the cold arrives.
just for a day it's possible counting leaves falling
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Sun Day
By Johannes S. H. Bjerg
It's Sun Day. The woman releases cups, plates, and cutlery from the table's elevated surface that
kept them from falling to the floor. She takes the lot to a room with a sink. The man pulls out his
suspenders and releases them. The 'SLAP' makes the child draw a third hump on a ladybird, the
same size as the house beside it. They laugh.
“Now, that's a funny looking ladybird”, says the man.
“Yes, it's a funny looking ladybird”, says the woman.
The child colours the ladybird blue.
hardly audible
photons bounce off
your face
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Intertexuality
(a diptych)
By Stella Pierides

I.
A reader asks for help with a patch of garlic plants forgotten and left to overgrow in their
garden. Well, I say, dear reader, we are caught between a rock and a hard place. Garlic doesn’t
like to be transplanted. And this text is not the right place to ask, or answer such a question. But
I can’t resist. It is spring, after all, and I am stuck for ideas.
So, to your garlic clump: Let it be. Let it grow, and when it is ripe and ready, when the tips of
the green shoots start to brown, dig the plants out. They will be pungent, crisp, and juicy, the
plant oils moistening your tongue. Then plant a few individual cloves for next year’s crop. Enjoy
the rest.
writers’ block
the school of life
full of lessons

II.
Spelt flour, baking powder, butter, milk, and salt. Mix, pat down, shape into rolls, and bake. Serve
with olive oil, and garlic from another haibun to dip the bread into. Enjoy!
a frog jumps in—
intertextuality
for beginners
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VISUAL ART

Interiority by Nelly Sanchez
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Background Noise by Barbara Kaufmann
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The Roommate by Courtney Kenny Porto
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Unravelling by Anneke Baeten
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Haiga #1 by Barbara Kaufmann
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The Migraine in My Butt by Sara Adams

Source: DeMelo, Juno. "The Migraine in my Butt: The Surprising Cure for a Mysterious Problem." O,
The Oprah Magazine. April 2015.
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Wine o’clock by Terri L. French
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Wingdings by Anna Maris













£$






Artist’s statement: I was a writer in residence on the island of Fanö, in Denmark. The purpose of my
visit was to, as an adult, return to the language and culture of my childhood. I walked the vast stretches of
beaches for hours, merging the landscapes of my past with the present. I speak several languages, and a
thought that came to me was if I was to just find myself on that beach, without a memory, what language
would I speak? In order to start work, I had to get right back to the beginning. I then wrote these pictorial
haiku using wingdings, without language.
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Escape from the Alphabets by Kjell Forsstrom
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Field of Mind #1 by Denis Smith
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Melancholia by Nelly Sanchez
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Haiga by Johannes S. H. Bjerg
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Further Instructions by Anneke Baeten
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Grade Point Average by Mark Young
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Haiga #2 by Barbara Kaufmann
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The Rounds of Death by Nelly Sanchez
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Please Hold by Zsolt Meszaros

Artist’s statement: Graffism is an artform that is rooted in the stylistics of Graffiti: color schemes, 3D
spatial manipulation, optical effects, backgrounds, etc. Where Graffism departs from Graffiti is its
untethering from words, letters, and meaning from any period of terrestrial existence. The otherworldly
result could be likened with the asemic and automatism movements - with a dash of figuration, abstract
and expressionism - however being that Graffism is a genre in development, there are few established
rules yet. The philosophy behind Graffism is that it's a continuation of the spirit of Graffiti - rebellion
against authority. That being said, like Graffiti, Graffism stands on the shoulders of Giants. Zsolt
Meszaros is a Miami Graffiti artist since 1983, and is the originator of the Graffism movement - a genre
that has grown exponentially from an upstart just a few years ago.
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An Indalicate Erasure by Mark Young
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Field of Mind #2 by Denis Smith
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3 Chefs in the Kitchen by Zsolt Meszaros

Note: This graffism was made in collaboration with I Am Robot and Vers Tronomist.
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Pixels by Olivier Schopfer
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Graffism by Zsolt Meszaros

Note: This graffism was made in collaboration with I Am Robot.
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INTERVIEW WITH MARK YOUNG
SB: What defines Mark Young the writer, and Mark Young the editor?
MY: Essentially, they're part of the same persona, defined by the same things. Generically, life
experience. Specifically, parents who read widely, and therefore the exposure to literature. A
brother who had a speculative fiction collection. A mother who wrote verse, which meant that
poetry wasn't foreign to me — different styles, though some years later, we both appeared in the
same issue of a journal. Early publication in an eminent journal also meant an invitation to edit
the university's annual literary magazine, Und so weiter.
SB: Poetry for 55 years. In what ways has the art changed you? What hasn’t changed?
MY: To the last question first. I quote Charles Olson, what does not change / is the will to change. To
answer the first question, it's not so much the art, but growing older, living through
environmental change, which has changed me. But the art has also changed, changed
considerably, which means that my reactions to those changes inevitably carry with them some
measure of change.
SB: Tell us about how you were drawn to hay(na)ku.
MY: Thomas S. Kuhn's The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, (re)defines the word "paradigm" as a
body of scientific belief that is "sufficiently unprecedented to attract an enduring group of
adherents away from competing modes of scientific activity…" (and) "simultaneously…..openended enough to leave all sorts of problems for the redefined group of practitioners to resolve."
I'm not suggesting that the invention of the hay(na)ku caused a paradigm shift, but I can easily
appropriate many of Kuhn's words to explain why I like the form, especially "sufficiently
unprecedented" and "open-ended enough…" It is a structure that forms naturally, is an assist
rather than an impediment to the writing of poetry. It engenders a flow, is flexible, creates
precision. It is handy for those of us . . . who are enamoured of the epigram. It is wonderful for
political vitriol . . . The hay(na)ku can be finite or (almost) infinite in length, is malleable, and is
able to be personalized. It is, in the main, dictated by the poem because for most of the
"enduring group of adherents," it is sufficiently akin to their own natural writing style to make
transition to or from the hay(na)ku for a particular poem an easy decision.
More information can be found in my co-introduction to The First Hay(na)ku Anthology here.
SB: Was Otoliths a sudden burst of inspiration, or more like a baby in waiting?
MY: A bit of both, though the desire to have a journal has probably been with me since that first
university effort. I brought out a single issue of a roneoed journal ten years later, but it went no
further. Put bluntly, there wasn't the catchment to sustain an input that I could be pleased with.
The generation of Otoliths was the result of several things, but it was sudden, and, in retrospect,
with the quality and range of work that has been published there, definitely an inspired act.
Sonic Boom
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When an opportunity for a part-time clerical job presented itself, I accepted gladly, thinking that
I could split my week and have the best of both worlds.
Now work may not interfere with writing, but I found it certainly interfered with blogging; so I
decided to close off the main blog I had at the time, and cast around for something else to do. I
realized I now knew a lot of poets whose work I liked, and I'd learnt how to use html from
blogging, so starting an e-zine seemed like the logical next step. I thought about running one on
a commercial server, but wondered if Blogger might serve my purposes just as well, so I created
a test blog and found that I could manipulate the template and the settings to create a post-to-apage zine with nearly all the Blogger paraphernalia removed.
Once I had the technical framework in place, I then sent out emails to about 60 people; people I
knew through blogging; editors who'd accepted my work; contributors to the first hay(na)ku
anthology; poets I'd actually met. Within 24 hours, I received positive responses from about
three-quarters of them. I moved from enquiry to solicitation, and from solicitation to
publication, on May Day 2006.
I don't know if I had any goals at the beginning beyond getting the first issue out with as broad a
range of contributors as possible, and making it as good as I could. I think you approach the first
issue of a journal as if it were equal parts anthology and mousetrap, but both parts driven by the
same motivators—quality that lasts, quality that attracts.
SB: What does fame mean to you?
MY: Isn't it a movie, a song?

(Fame) I'm gonna live forever
I'm gonna learn how to fly (High)

SB: What makes a piece of work truly stand out for you?
MY: How close to my heart is it? How does it sound? How much does it talk to me?
SB: Please share with us some of your most memorable poetry moments, and, conversely, the
ones you would like to forget.
MY: I don't think there's anything I'd like to forget. A few poems, perhaps, that should remain
in hard to find archives.
The memorable moments? The first poem I wrote which also went on to become the first poem
of mine that was accepted for publication. "When one is seventeen, one isn't serious" wrote
Rimbaud, and I wasn't, but I was. My first book that finally came out 40 years later. A variety of
readings I did in the late 1960s. The Allegrezza Ficcione, a novella that is a mix of speculative fiction
and poetry. The joy of still being able to contemplate the entire canon of my work in a currently
infinite state. The fact that it's both linear and non-linear.
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CONTRIBUTORS
Ajaya Mahala is a post graduate in Economics, and serves the Government of India under the
Indian Revenue Services. He was introduced to haiku in 2013, and since then, has won all the
four world kukai that were held during the year 2014. His poems have been published in major
international haiku journals. He was also one of the contributing poets of Cycle 17 on Daily
Haiku.
Amanda Bell’s work has appeared in haiku journals such as Presence, Blithe Spirit, cattails, Haibun
Today, and A Hundred Gourds. Her recent publications include The Lion Tamer Dreams of Office
Work: An Anthology of Poetry by the Hibernian Writers, Alba Publishing, 2015. She works as a
freelance editor (www.clearasabellwritingservices.ie).
Anna Cates resides in Wilmington, Ohio with her two beautiful kitties and teaches in Southern
New Hampshire University’s online M.F.A. in creative writing program. A regular contributor
to literary publications, her first full length collection of haiku and other poems, The Meaning of
Life, is available at Cyberwit.net and Amazon.
Anna Maris is a Swedish haiku poet, journalist, and educator. She has worked as a radio
journalist in Russia, a magazine editor in the UK, and has built a film museum in Sweden. Her
two Swedish haiku collections were published by Miders Förlag. Her work also appears in some
twenty anthologies, including Big Data (2015) and Fear of Dancing (2014), by Red Moon
Press. http://annamaris.wordpress.com
Anneke Baeten was born in Belgium, and now resides in Sydney, Australia. She is currently
working on various series of asemic work and photography. Her current series, Translating Paint,
is about translating the impossible and seeking truth where there is none. She likens writing
asemics or visual poetry to releasing the ferrets in her head. More of her work can be found at
http://ferretsinmyhead.com/
Barbara A. Taylor’s free verse poems, renku, haiga, haibun, haiku, tanka, and other Japanese
short form poetry appear in many international journals and anthologies on line and in print. She
lives in the Rainbow Region, Northern NSW, Australia. Diverse poems with audio are
at http://batsword.tripod.com, and most recently, at http://batsword.webs.com
Barbara Kaufmann can be found (or lost) wandering the woods, beaches, and gardens of New
York, camera and notebook in hand, hunting for poems. http://wabisabipoet.wordpress.com/
Brendon Kent was in born in Bitterne village, Southampton, England. He developed a keen
interest in Japanese arts and poetry at an early age, having had his first short poem published at
the age of eleven. He moved to Botley village, Southampton, later in life, where he regularly
takes walks along the countryside taking photographs and enjoying every "haiku moment".
Courtney Kenny Porto has exhibited work in numerous exhibitions throughout the country,
and has been featured in several publications, anthologies, blogs, and television interviews. Most
recently, she was honoured to have been featured on Maxim Feminine Hygiene’s Blog, “Green
Feminine Hygiene Queen Blog” as March 2015’s “Fierce Woman”. Website:
www.CourtneyKennyArt.com
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Daniel M. Shapiro is the author of How the Potato Chip Was Invented (sunnyoutside, 2013), a
collection of celebrity-centred poems. His recent work has appeared in Menacing Hedge, Newfound,
Hermeneutic Chaos, Maudlin House, and elsewhere. He is a special education teacher who lives in
Pittsburgh.
David J. Kelly, despite his scientific training, has a fascination with words and the music of
language. He especially enjoys writing Japanese short form poetry and has had his work
published in a number of print and online journals.
David Rullo is a poet, writer, journalist, and musician. Tired Scenes from a City Window, Rullo’s
first collection of poetry, is currently available. His work has appeared in The Greenwich Village
Literary Journal, Semaphore Magazine, NEXTPittsburgh, The Jewish Chronicle, and more. He is a
member of the progressive band, Centrale Electrique.
Deborah P. Kolodji is the California Regional Coordinator for the Haiku Society of America,
and is the Moderator of the Southern California Haiku Study Group. Her haiku have been
published in Modern Haiku, Frogpond, bottle rockets, Acorn, Mariposa, The Heron’s Nest, A Hundred
Gourds, and many other journals.
Denis Smith is an Australian born artist, who, for many years, has immersed himself in the
calligraphy and painting of the Far East, as well as in asemic scripts. He has participated in
several exhibitions in Australia and abroad. For Denis, art is a life-long journey of discovery and
experimentation.
Devin Harrison is a retired educator and an inveterate traveller. He began writing haiku &
senyru two years ago, and won the Japanese Akita University President’s award (2014). He
presently lives on Vancouver Island, Canada.
Duncan Richardson is a writer of fiction, poetry, haiku, radio drama, and educational texts. He
teaches English as a Second Language part time.
Eli Spivakovsky is a poet, short-story writer, collagist, and floral artist and designer. She has
been published in Mad Hat Journal, Edgar Allen Poet Journal, Verandah Literary Journal, as well as
many blogs and has had her work read on New York Radio. She is the singer-songwriter and
guitarist for the band Circa Aeon, and self-published her first collection of her poetry called
Panacea earlier this year.
Eugenia Hepworth Petty lives in the Pacific Northwest. She is the author of the chapbook
Pamyat Celo/Memory Village (2007), and the micro chapbook, People Live Here (2015). In addition
to writing, she shoots films and covers objects in wax, glitter, and resin. Find her
at: www.eugeniahepworth.com
Garima Behal is currently pursuing her graduation in Commerce from SRCC, Delhi University.
She likes to experiment with multiple forms of writing, including fiction, free verse, rhyme,
Japanese short-forms, and reads everything from comics to classics. She wishes to learn a lot of
new languages, and travel the world someday.
Geethanjali Rajan teaches Japanese and English in the city of Chennai, India. Her writing can
be found in various journals online and some, in print. She likes to write poetry in English using
Japanese forms of the art.
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Haiku Jezebel is grateful to have work included in this publication.
Helen Buckingham lives in Wells, England. Her work appears regularly in journals such as
Bones, Frogpond, and Modern Haiku. Anthology credits include Haiku 21, Haiku 2014, and Haiku in
English: The First Hundred Years. Among her solo collections are water on the moon, mirrormoon, and
Armadillo Basket.
Jade Pisani has been writing both haiku and senryu for 5 years. She has been published in over
20 haiku journals including Frogpond, Prune Juice, and Chrysanthemum. She lives in Woodend,
Australia and is the lead vocalist for Black Forest Smoke. She often attends ginko walks and reads
her work regularly at Chamber poets.
Jeffrey Blaine is a Connecticut based writer. He teaches at an inner city middle school in New
Haven by day. His poems stem from a desire to understand his place in the universe.
Jessie Janeshek's full-length poetry collection is Invisible Mink (Iris Press, 2010). Her
chapbook, Rah-Rah Nostalgia, is forthcoming from Dancing Girl Press. An Assistant Professor of
English and Director of Writing at Bethany College, she holds a Ph.D from the University of
Tennessee-Knoxville, and an M.F.A. from Emerson College. You can read more
at jessiejaneshek.net.
Jimmy “Jimmy the Peach” Aaron is a published poet, author, songwriter, musician, engineer,
and producer. In his ninth year of writing and publishing HaikuToday, Peach lives with his wife,
Patti, two greyhounds, and the ghost of a hind-walking cat, in NewMain, Virginia.
Johannes S. H. Bjerg is a Dane who writes in Danish and English simultaneously, and mainly
writes haiku and its related forms. He is one of the editors of Bones - Journal for contemporary haiku,
and the sole editor of the other bunny. A list of his published books can be found
here: http://january-stones.blogspot.dk/p/books.html
Kala Ramesh is an award-winning poet who has been instrumental in bringing school children
and college youth onto the haiku path. Neck deep in these Japanese poetry forms, her latest
obsession is to paint city walls with haiku, and to help weave in a pause, a breather into our hectic
lives!
Karen Stromberg lives in Southern California with her husband. She writes short fiction and
poetry and has been nominated twice for the Pushcart Prize. She belongs to the Southern
California Haiku Society, and the Haiku San Diego study group.
Ken Slaughter survived 30 years in Information Technology, and is now retired. He lives in
Massachusetts with his wife and two cats. In 2012, he won second prize and an Honourable
Mention in the annual TSA contest. Senyru is his latest addiction. He maintains a website to help
tanka writers keep track of submission deadlines: All Things Tanka
Kirthi Jayakumar is a writer, artist, lawyer, and activist based out of Chennai. In her world,
everyone is a doodle. You can find more of her work at The Solh Store.
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Kjell Forsström attended fine arts courses in London. Some asemic experiments are hosted
on The New Post-Literate. Lisa Bjørnsdatter has curated his exhibitions of wooden sculptures,
paintings and installations in Oslo and Leipzig. IS (Uhu Bücher, 2013), translated by Patrick
Oswald, is his first book of poems.

Kyle Hemmings lives and works in New Jersey. He has been published in Your Impossible Voice,
Night Train, Toad, Matchbox, and elsewhere. His latest ebook is Father Dunne's School for Wayward
Boys at amazon.com. He blogs at http://upatberggasse19.blogspot.com/
Maeve O’Sullivan works as a media lecturer in Dublin. Her poems and haiku have been widely
published and anthologized. She has published three collections with Alba Publishing: Initial
Response (2011), Vocal Chords (2014), and A Train Hurtles West (2015). Maeve is a founder of
Haiku Ireland, and a member of the Hibernian Poetry Workshop, and The Poetry Divas.
www.twitter.com/maeveos
Mark E. Brager lives with his wife and son in Columbia, MD, just outside of Washington, DC,
where he works as a public affairs executive. His poems have appeared in several print and online journals.
Mark Young is the editor of Otoliths, lives in a small town in North Queensland in Australia, &
has been publishing poetry for more than fifty-five years. His work has been widely
anthologized, & his essays & poetry translated into a number of languages. A new collection of
poems, Bandicoot habitat, is now out from Gradient Books of Finland.
Matthew Moffett lives in Mt. Pleasant, Michigan, with his wife and two kids. He is pursuing an
MA in creative writing at Central Michigan University, where he also teaches Freshman
Composition. He thanks you for reading his poems.
Michael Haviland, a Philadelphia attorney, writes short poems and tweets when not practicing
law. Michael’s publications range from poems with journals including Three Line Poetry to
scholarly works defending copyrights for artists and writers of works for hire. You can reach
Michael at HalfGoodHaiku@google.com or @HGHaiku.
Michael Nickels-Wisdom began writing haiku in 1990, after discovering Harold G.
Henderson's An Introduction to Haiku on the shelf in the public library in which he works in
northern Illinois. His work has appeared in several venues, most recently in Bones, A Hundred
Gourds, and the anthology, Haiku 2015.
Mike Keville declares that he is neither a poet, nor a photographer. He enjoys the creative
process immensely and adds:
“I am what I am
and what I am
I’ll let you decide.”
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Myron Lysenko was a founding editor along with Kevin Brophy of the literary journal, Going
Down Swinging. He writes poetry, short fiction, and song lyrics, but his main passion is for haiku
and senryu. He tutors in creative writing and is the leader of the poetry and music band, Black
Forest Smoke. The monoku in this issue is dedicated to his daughter, Lucy Lysenko.
Nelly Sanchez has been creating collages for over a decade, and presents us with a surrealistic
universe. She mixes all the facets of femininity and enjoys playing with symbols. She
illustrated Venus in Fur and La Falaise était nue. Published in numerous reviews, her artworks have
also been exhibited in France and Italy. More of her work can be seen here: Albums.
Nicholas Klacsanzky is the content co-ordinator of an educational website, who enjoys writing
haiku when he can. He is widely published in international haiku journals, and will be soon
releasing a collection of his late father's and his haiku named "Zen and Son." He lives in Kyiv,
Ukraine.
Olivier Schopfer lives in Geneva, Switzerland. He likes to capture the moment in haiku and
photography. His work has appeared in numerous online and print journals such as Acorn, Bones,
bottle rockets, Issa's Untidy Hut, Mayfly, Modern Haiku, moongarlic E-zine, Presence, and Under the Basho.
He also blogs at http://olivierschopferracontelesmots.blog.24heures.ch/
Paul Barile (iampaulbarile.com) is a writer/actor living and working in Chicago. His poetry blog
is thepoemguy.wordpress.com. He published four full-length plays in 2014. His latest film, Prairie
Melancholy, is in post-production. He published his first novel, My Brother’s Hands, (Lexographic
Press) in October 2015.
Samar Ghose grew up in India, but now lives in Australia with his wife and two daughters. Like
most people who discover Japanese verse forms, he, too, attempts to write some.
Sanjeev Sethi lives in Mumbai, India. The recently released, This Summer and That Summer,
(Bloomsbury) is Sethi’s third book of poems. He has, at various phases of his career, written for
newspapers, magazines, and journals. His poems have found a home in The London Magazine, The
Fortnightly Review, Allegro Poetry Magazine, Otoliths, Lemon Hound, Solstice Literary Magazine, Oddball
Magazine, The Hindu, and so on.
Sara Adams is a Montessori teacher in Portland, Oregon. Her micro chapbook, Poems for Ivan, is
forthcoming from Porkbelly Press. She has work in lit mags such as DIAGRAM, tNY Press, and
Shampoo Poetry. She loves the treasure hunt of found poetry. Links and more info
at: www.kartoshkaaaaa.com.
Sneha Sundaram is an entrepreneur, poet, and author-in-waiting. Her poems have been
published in Storizen, Noctua Review, Miracle, Kigo, Yellow Chair Review, Whirlwind Magazine, Capoliveri
Haiku anthology, etc. Sneha is currently working on a poetry chapbook, and a non-fiction book.
Stella Pierides, born in Athens, Greece, now divides her time between Neusaess, DE, and
London, UK. In her heart, she lives somewhere on the Aegean coast. Her books include In the
Garden of Absence and Feeding the Doves. She serves on the board of directors of The Haiku
Foundation. Website: http://www.stellapierides.com/
Susan Burch is a good egg.
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Tash Adams has a scientist’s eye for discovery; she hopes to name a new species. Tash can be
found investigating nature with her children or counting syllables on her fingers (walking whilst
doing so may result in injury). She hides in the hills of Perth Western Australia, blogging
infrequently at tashadams.com
Terri L. French is a poet and massage therapist living in Huntsville, Alabama. She is the editor
of the online senryu & kyoka journal, Prune Juice, and the Southeast Regional Coordinator of the
Haiku Society of America. Besides doting on her family and two black cats, Terri enjoys the
culinary arts, yoga, and photography.
Theresa A. Cancro writes poetry and short prose from Wilmington, Delaware, USA. Many of
her haiku have appeared in publications worldwide, such as The Heron's Nest, A Hundred Gourds,
Chrysanthemum, Shamrock, The Icebox, tinywords, Presence, Cattails, and Wild Plum, among others.
Tim Gardiner is an ecologist and poet, who has published scientific papers, several natural
history books, poems, and short stories. Tim's first full collection of natural history poetry,
Wilderness, was published in 2015 by Brambleby Books, and a WWI prose/poetry book, East of
Arras, has recently been released.
Trish Hopkinson has always loved words—in fact, her mother tells everyone she was born
with a pen in her hand. She has two chapbooks, Emissions and Pieced Into Treetops, and has been
published in several anthologies and literary magazines, including The Found Poetry Review, Chagrin
River Review, and The Fem. Trish is co-founder of a local poetry group, Rock Canyon Poets. You
can follow her poetry adventures at http://trishhopkinson.com/
Zsolt Meszaros started out an avid fan of Bob Ross. He seriously committed to the arts in 1982
as an original player in the Miami Graffiti movement. He experimented in many art forms
throughout his 30 year graffiti career. Today, Zsolt is the founder and innovator of the Graffism
movement.
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FINIS.

